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Recent advances in generation of high inten- 
sity nrdiation in the far-infrared (FIR) spectral 
region' have suggested thc possibility of per- 
forming a FIR spectral hole burning measure- 
ment to determine the homogeneous rota- 
tional dephasing time of a dipolar rotor in 
condensed media. Knowledge of the indi- 
vidual rotational line widths and shiftt would 
be needed for such a study. This paper de- 
scribes the first steps, in terms of both mea- 
sured and calculated line shapes, in studying 

;in CCr, 
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Fig. 1 Measured THz pulse. 
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QWD46 Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated frequency-dependent absorption coefficient are repre- 
sented by solid circles and the boldface curve. The gaseous HCI frequency-dependent absorption 
coeftident is represented by the lighter faced curve and hollow,ardes. 

densed media. The advances in measuring and 
understanding far-IR relaxation behavior am 
demonstrated for the simple solute-solvent 
system HCI in CCI,. 

The THz time-domain wave fom are mea- 
sured in transmission mode.* The temporal 
profile of the THz electric field is shown in Fig. 
1. The dilute solution of HCl in CCI, is pre- 
pared by bubbling HCl(g) into liquid CCI,. 
The solution is transferred to a I-cm sample 
cell with silicon windows for measurement. 
The HCVCCI, - pure CCI, frequency- 
dependent absorption coefficient is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The spectral theory' used here determines 
the FIR dipolar absorption spectrum to be a 
woeroosition of snectnllv hroadenrd n n A  

the anisotropic potential time auto- 
correlation function (APTAF). Although on 
avenge the solution is isotropic, the anisotro- 
pic intermolecular potential is important be- 
c a w  anisotropy in the orientational Buctua- 
tions of the HCI molecules is determined by 
the interaction between the HCI dipole and the 
surrounding solvent m o l d e s .  T h w  solute- 
bath interactions are responsible for the rota- 
tional line broadening and shifting observed in 
the experimental data. 

The APTAF may be determined by molecu- 
lar dynamics simulation of the system and bath 
and experimentally determined anisotropic 
potential parameters from gas phase micro- 
wave and radio frequency spectra,d although 
r-. uriirri ..~. - ... L.-. . _ _ . A  I ' 

and has been shown to approximate the time 
scale of the decay and shape of the simuiotcd 
correlation function reasonably well.* 

The calculated fit normalized to the experi- 
mental data is shown in Fig. 2. A best fit was 
obtained when the interaction strength pa- 
rameter A' = 165 and the APTAF decay time T 
= 0.10 (in reduced units where h*- = 

results are qualitatively consistent with FT-IR 
spectra and simulatibns of HCI in Ar and SF,. 
While CCI, is most similar in mass to SF, the 
polarkability of 11.2 is almost twice the value 
of SF, and sewn times the value of Ar. A larger 
solvent polarizability means that the dipolar 
solute induces a proportionally larger dipole 
moment on the neighboring solvent mol- 
ecules. Hence the dipole-induced dipole inter- 
action between HCI and CCI, is strongerthan 
between HCI and SF, and much stronger than 
between HCI and Ar. This trend suggests that 
the stronger the dipole-induced dipole inter- 
action in the solution. the greater the degree of 
line broadening and shifting in the am- 
sponding absorption coefficient spcctnun 
From these results we condude that THz hole 
burning studies should be carried out in low 
polarizability (even atomic) solvents at low 
temperature. 
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Azfi,/(Bhc)2 and ' I ~ ~ M  = (~ITBc)T~).  These 
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We generated an ultracold Ne atomic beam in 
the Is3 (J = 0) metastable state by optical 
pumping of the ISS atoms stored in a magneto- 
optical trap. The atomic beam was then dlf- 
fracted by a computer-generated binary hob- - -  -* !-'.." - 


